The Ambient Calculus was developed by Cardelli and Gordon as a formal framework to study issues of mobility and migrant code. Numerous analyses have been developed for numerous variants of that calculus. We take up the challenge of developing, in a type-based setting, a relatively precise "topology" analysis for the original version of the calculus. To compensate for the lack of "co-capabilities" (an otherwise increasingly popular extension), the analysis is flow-sensitive, with the actions of processes being summarized by "behaviors".
Introduction
The ambient calculus (AC) was developed by Cardelli & Gordon [CG98] as a framework for mobile computation where "ambients", containing active processes (and not just passive code), can move around-in and out of other ambients, thus forming a dynamic tree structure. The model also features communication, in that values can be exchanged between neighboring processes. Over the years, numerous variants and extensions of the "classical" ambient calculus have been proposed: "safe ambients" [LS00], "boxed ambients" [BCC01], BioAmbients [NNP04], etc.
Early type systems [CG99] for AC were flow-insensitive 1 , designed to ensure that each ambient has a unique "topic of conversation"; this precludes configurations like in the proper "spirit" of type systems 2 , since types are almost indistinguishable from processes (as is also the case in [CDC02]), and that [Amt02] is still the solution to Question 2 that best conforms to the paradigm of type and effect systems. In subsequent sections, we shall motivate and present that system. Proofs can be found in Appendix (or alternatively in [Amt02] ).
Tracking Locations
We now illustrate how to keep track of the location of an ambient, so as to estimate when it is opened. For the process in (4), we observe that q starts being at top-level, which we write as "q is in #" where # is a "global" ambient. After executing in r, q will be enclosed 3 by r. After executing out r, it is not immediately clear where q will be, since r might have moved while containing q. This motivates that the type of an ambient should tell where the ambient may be located (cf. the type system for boxed ambients in [MS02] ). In this case, the information that r is enclosed by # only, will enable us to infer that q will again be enclosed by #. Finally, q gets enclosed by p after executing in p.
We conclude that q may be enclosed by either of r, p, or #, enabling us to give q the type amb rp# . Moreover, we see that when q is enclosed by p, no capabilities are left, enabling us to further give q the type amb rp# [{p : ε}] where ε denotes the "empty" behavior. The {p : ε} component expresses that when opened inside p, the empty behavior is "unleashed". Thus p doesn't gain any capabilities by opening q, so we can give p the type amb # which in particular shows that p is never enclosed by r. Now look at (3), where the process within q may be given the behavior ? enter(p). # enter(r). r exit(#)
where we have exploited that r has type amb # (so that r can only be entered by an ambient which is enclosed by #). This behavior may seem contradictory: how can q first enter p, and next enter r from #? The explanation is that q has been opened when in p, justifying that we give q the type amb p# [{p : # enter(r). r exit(#)}]
From this typing we see that p by opening q gets a capability to enter r, so if amb H is a typing for p then H has to include r. As expected, the analysis does not rule out that p may be enclosed by r.
Example 1 As a larger example, consider the firewall first presented in [CG98] :
This process is deterministic: k will exit w and enter k where it is dissolved; then k will enter w where it is dissolved and afterwards k (carried into w by k ) is also dissolved. Assuming P and Q do nothing of interest, we can type the ambients as follows: In the non-causal analysis of [NNHJ99], w as well as k can contain all of w, k, k , k . As several other analyses in the recent literature, we are thus much more precise.
A problem with the above typing is that the "secret" name w appears in the typings of k and k . This motivates the introduction of groups, as in [CGG00], with the intention that each ambient belongs to exactly one group g ∈ Grps (a finite set). With W the group of w, etc, we have, e.g., k : amb
Our type system is (implicitly) parameterized with respect to a set of dynamic "security constraints" of the form O(g 0 , g), saying that an ambient of group g 0 is allowed to be opened while enclosed by an ambient of group g. One can view these constraints as prescriptive (thus provided by the user); establishing that a process is well-typed then verifies that no other interactions may happen. Alternatively, one can take a descriptive view: a type inference algorithm might deduce the least set of constraints needed for typability. In
We shall use G to range over sets of groups, and use H to range over upwards closed sets of groups, where G is upwards closed if g ∈ G and O(g, g ) implies g ∈ G. The intuition is that if an ambient n can be directly enclosed in g, and g can open g, then n might also be directly enclosed in g . We let g ↑ denote the least upwards closed set containing g. In Example 1, we have K ↑ = {K , W }.
The Language
Processes and expressions are given by the syntax (we often write M for M.0)
which is much as in [CG99], except we annotate each ambient M | [P ] | ξ with a unique tag ξ, so as to distinguish between ambients with the same name (as is customary in flow logic [NNHJ99]). We shall assume a function group, extracting the group of an ambient from its tag. We write P ≡ t P if (i) P and P are equal except for the tags; and (ii) if P at some position has tag ξ then P at the same position has a tag χ with group(ξ) = group(χ).
For the binding constructs, each name being bound is annotated with a type (to be defined in Sect. 4). The set of all names (free or bound) occurring in P is denoted names(P ). We say that a process P is non-conflicting with a set of names X if (i) no name is bound more than once in P , and (ii) a name bound in P does not occur in X.
Operational Semantics
The semantics of AC is presented in Fig. 1 . We write P 1 −→ P 2 if P 1 reduces in one step to P 2 by performing "an action described by ". Note that the definition of this relation deviates from the standard in that in (Red Open) and (Red Comm) we provide the surrounding ambient so as to record in where the opening or communication has taken place. We write P 1 ≡ P 2 to denote that P 1 and P 2 are equivalent, modulo "syntactic rearrangement", and modulo consistent renaming of bound names. The latter may be needed to apply (Red Comm) since to avoid name capture this rule has a side condition
The relation ≡ (defined in Appendix A) is much as in [CG99], containing rules like P | | 0 ≡ P and P | | Q ≡ Q | | P , except that we omit (as otherwise it appears hard to establish "subject congruence") the rule !P ≡ P | | !P and instead allow this "unfolding" to take place via the rule (Red Repl) (as also seen in, e.g., [NNS00]) To permit also the reduct to be uniquely tagged, this rule actually allows !P to be unfolded into P | | !P where P is a "copy" of P . We use evaluation contexts PC to succinctly describe the place in a process where a subprocess (Red PctxtP) is reduced, and write PC P for the process resulting from replacing the hole in PC by P . Note that P −→ Q does not imply that M.P −→ M.Q since the capability M must be executed before P can be activated.
Types and Behaviors
We have hinted at the form of types τ and behaviors b, to be defined mutually recursively in Fig. 2 .
Concerning behaviors, we have seen the need for constants like ε, and we clearly also need operators like b 1 | | b 2 (to model parallel composition) and a.b (to model sequential prefixing). Ultimately, a behavior must approximate sets of traces, so why not-also to give the user more freedom in specification-let a behavior be a nonempty regular set of finite traces? (This is unlike what we did in [AKPG01] An ambient n has a type of the form amb g H [{g i : b i } i∈I ] which (cf. the Introduction) should be read as follows: it has group g, can be directly enclosed by ambients of groups belonging to H, and after being opened inside g i it behaves as b i . For all i ∈ I, we thus require O(g, g i ).
Concerning types of the form cap [B] , they are for the typing of capabilities (like open n). Here B is a behavior context, that is a "behavior with a hole inside"; we write B b for the result of "plugging" b into the hole of B. The notion of behavior contexts was introduced in [AKPG01] and used also in, e.g., [GYY01]); it conveniently expresses the result of prefixing, as illustrated by the situation where n has type amb 
Ordering Relations
The type system (Fig. 3 ) uses subsumption rules, based on an ordering τ 1 τ 2 on types (subtyping), and an ordering b 1 b 2 on behaviors (subbehaviors). These orderings are defined in a mutually recursive way, together with orderings on actions, traces, etc. To ensure that this is well-defined, we shall employ the notion of level : an entity has level i if i is an upper bound of the depth of nested occurrences of amb [ ] or cap[ ] within it. (We use " " to stand for an arbitrary entity of the appropriate kind.) Example:
two. Then, as detailed in the subsequent paragraphs, a relation on level i types induces a relation on level i tuples which induces a relation on level i actions which induces a relation on level i traces which induces a relation on level i behaviors which induces a relation on level i behavior rows and contexts which in turn induces a relation on level i + 1 types.
The relation a 1 a 2 , with the intuitive interpretation that a 2 is more "permissive" than a 1 , can be summarized by stating that the constructors have the following polarity:
Concerning the polarity of g exit(H), the intuition is that if the ambient as a result of leaving g will enter an ambient whose group is in H, this group also belongs to any set containing H; similarly for H enter(g). For G open(g), the intuition is that if a sufficient condition for the unleashed behavior to be correct is that the process is in an ambient with group in G, belonging to a subset of G is also a sufficient condition. Concerning the actions for communication, we have that put(int) put(real), since a process that sends an integer thereby also sends a real number, and get(real) get(int), since a process that accepts a real number also will accept an integer.
Concerning the relation b 1 b 2 , with the intuitive interpretation that b 2 is more "permissive" than b 1 , we expect, e.g., a 1 .a 2 a 1 | | a 2 since the right hand side does not prescribe which action comes first. We stipulate that b 1 b 2 iff for all tr 1 ∈ b 1 there exists tr 2 ∈ b 2 such that tr 1 tr 2 . Here the relation tr 1 tr 2 is the pointwise extension of the relation a 1 a 2 (if tr 1 tr 2 then tr 1 and tr 2 have the same length). Note that b 1 b 2 and b 2 b 1 does not necessarily imply b 1 = b 2 (let b 1 = {a 1 } and let b 2 = {a 1 , a 2 } with a 2 a 1 ).
The relation on behavior rows is defined as follows: with br = {g i : b i } i∈I and br = {g j : b j } j∈J , br br holds iff for all j ∈ J there exists i ∈ I such that g i = g j and b i b j .
The relation on behavior contexts is defined by stipulating that B 1 B 2 holds iff for all (level 0) behaviors b we have
The restriction to level 0 behaviors is formally needed, in order for the relation on level i behavior contexts to be determined by the relation on level i behaviors, but (much as in [AKPG01] ) turns out to be superfluous, thanks to the following result (proved in Appendix C):
Proposition 1 Given B 1 and B 2 , we can construct an action test of level zero such that the following conditions are equivalent:
The relation τ 1 τ 2 , with the intuitive interpretation that an expression of type τ 1 also has type τ 2 , can be summarized by stating that int real and that we have the polarity cap [⊕] . Concerning the polarity of the type amb g H [br ], the proof of subject reduction (Theorem 3) reveals that this type must be both covariant and contravariant, in H, to deal with (Red In) and (Red Out), as well as in br , to deal with (Red Open). We could thus (as in [AKPG01] ) play the trick of [Zim00] (akin to the "split types" of [BPG00] for an object-oriented calculus) and split each of these arguments into two, one contravariant (to be used in (Proc Amb)) and the other covariant (to be used in (Exp In), (Exp Out), (Exp Open)). But to keep things simple, we refrain from doing so.
Operations on Traces
Given an ambient n, controlled by a process P and residing within an ambient whose group belongs to H, we want to estimate the destination of n after (partial) execution of P . For this purpose, we define the upwards closed sets Dest(H, a) and Dest(H, tr ) as follows:
The idea behind the first line is that an ambient residing inside H can only enter an ambient g if they are "siblings", a necessary condition for which is that H ∩ H 0 = ∅ where H 0 are the possible surroundings for g. Clearly, Dest(∅, tr ) = ∅ for all tr . On the other hand, it may happen that Dest(H, tr ) = ∅ even if H = ∅; this corresponds to a "jump of location", an example of which is the trace in (5). We say that a trace tr is saturated if all occurrences of put( ) and get( ) in tr come in pairs, with put( ) immediately preceding get( ). We shall have particular interest in feasible traces, the intuition being that such a trace can execute "on its own", without environment interaction.
Definition 1 We say that a trace tr is feasible from H if (i) tr is saturated, and (ii) Dest(H, tr ) = ∅.
A non-feasible trace still conveys useful information: it may be interleaved with another trace, resulting in a feasible trace; or a suffix may be unleashed by an opening process.
Type System
Our type system is defined in Fig. 3 , where E is an environment mapping names to types. For expressions, the judgments are of the form E M : τ ; we have already motivated the rule (Exp Open) and the other rules are similar or simpler. For processes, the judgments are of the form ∆, E g P : b, where ∆ maps an ambient tag into the behavior of the process inside that ambient, and where g is the group of the enclosing ambient (to be used in the rule (Proc Amb)). We have already motivated the rule (Proc Action). Concerning the rule (Proc Repl), the side condition ensures that the behavior of a replicated process is in fact invariant under replication.
The crux of the type system is the rule (Proc Amb), where the situation is that an ambient tagged ξ and with type amb g0 H [br ] contains a process P and is enclosed by an ambient of group g. We need to check that H contains (the groups of) all ambients that may possibly contain ξ, and therefore need to know the initial location of ξ which is g ↑ . When typing P , the enclosing ambient is g 0 , the group of ξ, and we must be able to assign P the behavior b = ∆(ξ). Moreover, it must hold that (g ↑ , b) g0 (H, br ), defined as follows:
Non-structural Rules Here (1) ensures that H is indeed is an upper bound of where ξ may end up; (2) ensures that there is always agreement on the topic of conversation; (3) ensures that whenever an ambient is opened, it is in an expected place and hence the unleashed behavior is correct; (4) ensures that if ξ after executing tr 1 can be inside g i , then tr 2 must be in b i since b i approximates what happens after ξ is opened within g i .
Theorem 2 (Type Safety) Assume we can derive
with
Since a process can be typed only if all subprocesses can be typed, this shows that the type of an ambient does safely estimate its possible surrounding. Proof: From (Proc Amb), we infer that with g = group(ξ) we have ∆,
holds. But this implies g ↑ ⊆ H (as can be seen from taking tr 1 = • in Def. 2), and thus g ∈ H.
Semantic Soundness
That our type system is semantically sound will be formulated as a subject reduction result, intuitively stating that "well-typed processes never evolve into ill-typed processes" and also stating that "well-typed processes behave according to their behavior". To express the result in a succinct way, we introduce a relation ∆ −→ ∆ which captures that the behaviors in ∆ evolves into ∆ as predicted by the reduction label . Formally, we have Definition 3 The relation ∆ −→ ∆ holds iff
• ∆ agrees with ∆ on dom(∆) \ dom( ), and
Here the function dom( ) is given by stipulating dom( ) = ∅; dom(ξ :
For example, if = ξ : enter χ and ∆(ξ) = A enter(B). B exit(A), then ∆ −→ ∆ holds if group(χ) = B (the ambient tagged ξ is in fact steered into an ambient with group B) and ∆ = ∆[ξ → B exit(A)] (the remaining action).
Theorem 3 (Subject reduction) Suppose that P −→ Q where P and Q are uniquely tagged, and suppose that
where dom(∆) contains no tags occurring in Q but not in P . Then there exists ∆ such that
and additionally (Safety of opening):
The proof can be found in Appendix D.
Type Checking
Given a complete type derivation for some process P , we can check its validity according to the rules from Fig. 3 . To see this, first observe that behaviors can be represented as finite automata (cf. the regular types of [Nie93]), with transitions labeled by actions. Next observe that the relations defined in Sect. 5 are decidable, with decision procedures defined mutually recursively; the only non-trivial issues are 1. given a procedure for deciding on level i actions, construct a procedure for deciding on level i behaviors;
2. given a procedure for deciding on level i behaviors, construct a procedure for deciding on level i behavior contexts.
We first address 1. Given b 1 and b 2 , recognized by -transition-free automata A 1 and A 2 , we must decide whether b 1 b 2 . For that purpose, we construct 4 a "difference automaton" A 1 \ A 2 , and checks whether A 1 \ A 2 rejects all inputs. the automaton for b with the sets of groups that may enclose g 0 at the given point. The construction is rather involved; we refer to [Amt02] for the details. The decision procedures are thus potentially very expensive for entities of high level, but such entities are probably rare in practice; for instance, in the communication-free ambient calculus, types are of level 1 and all other entities are of nesting 0. Another concern is that the size of the automaton for a behavior is exponential in the number of parallel constructs; in practice, however, there may never be more than a few processes running in parallel. In general, even though we do not yet have much empirical evidence, hope for efficiency in practice is supported by other similar situations. For example, ML typeinference shows an extreme disparity between worst-case performance in theory (exponential time) and actual performance in practice (very fast).
Conclusion
We have demonstrated that it is possible to use type-based methods to develop a precise analysis of the classical ambient calculus, by presenting a flow-sensitive type system where behaviors summarize the actions of ambients. Behaviors are regular sets of traces; therefore finite automata can be used for type checking. We encourage implementing the type checking algorithm and measuring its actual performance, as well as taking steps towards type reconstruction.
[Amt02] 
A Process Congruence
We define the relation ≡ as the least one satisfying the clauses presented in Fig. 4 ; here fn(P ) denotes the set of names occurring free in P .
B Basic Properties
Lemma 4 Given behavior contexts B 1 , B 2 , and behavior b.
Lemma 5 
Lemma 7 Dest(H, tr ) is monotone in H as well as in tr . With br = {g i : b i } i∈I , our assumptions thus entail that 1. H 1 ⊆ H, and 2. if tr 2 = put(σ 1 ) get(σ 2 ) tr 3 then σ 1 σ 2 , and 3. if tr 2 = G open( ) tr 3 then g ∈ G, and 4. for all i ∈ I: g i ∈ H 1 implies {tr 2 } b i .
With br + = {g j : b j } j∈J , the claim now follows from the following observations: tr 3 ). Using (3) above we thus infer that g ∈ G and therefore g ∈ G + .
If tr
4. If j ∈ J is such that g j ∈ H 
Then with H 1 = Dest(H 0 , tr ) we also have
Proof: Let tr 1 tr 2 belong to b, with tr 1 feasible from H 1 , and let H 2 = Dest(H 1 , tr 1 ). As H 2 = Dest(H 0 , tr tr 1 ) we infer (also employing the conditions on the form of tr ) that tr tr 1 is feasible from H 0 . Since tr tr 1 tr 2 ∈ tr .b, the premise of the lemma thus assures that 1. H 2 H, and 2. if tr 2 takes the form put(σ 1 ) get(σ 2 ) tr 3 then σ 1 σ 2 , and 3. if tr 2 takes the form G open( ) tr 3 then g ∈ G, and 4. for all i ∈ I: g i ∈ H 2 implies {tr 2 } b i , where br = {g i : b i } i∈I .
But this is exactly what is needed to establish the conclusion of the lemma.
Definition 4
We say that ∆ agrees with ∆ on X, to be written ∆ X ∆ , if ∆(ξ) = ∆ (ξ) for all tags ξ occurring in the entity X.
Lemma 11 Suppose that ∆, E g P : b, and that ∆ P ∆ . Then also ∆ , E g P : b.
Lemma 12 (Swapping) Assume that E 1 , n 1 : σ 1 , n 2 : σ 2 , E 2 M : τ with n 1 = n 2 . Then it follows that E 1 , n 2 : σ 2 , n 1 : σ 1 , E 2 M : τ , with a derivation of the same shape. Similarly for ∆, E 1 , n 1 : σ 1 , n 2 : σ 2 , E 2 g P : b.
Proof: By induction on derivations.
Lemma 13 (Weakening) Assume that ∆, E g P : b, and that n is a name not in names(P ). Then for all τ it follows that ∆, E, n : τ g P : b, with a derivation of the same shape. Similarly for a judgment E M : τ (with n ∈ names(M )).
Proof: The proof is by induction on derivations, applying Lemma 12 to deal with the cases (Proc Res) and (Proc Input).
Lemma 14 (Strengthening) Assume that ∆, E, n : τ g P : b, with n not in names(P ). Then also ∆, E g P : b holds, and with a derivation of the same shape. Similarly for E, n : τ M : τ with n ∈ names(M ).
Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 13.
Proof: Structural induction on the derivation, where the only non-trivial case is (Proc Amb). Noting that g ∈ g ↑ and therefore g ↑ ⊆ g ↑ , Lemma 9 will ensure that the side condition still holds.
Lemma 16 (Substitution) Assume that E, n 1 :
τ (with n 1 . . . n k distinct), and that there exists M 1 . . . M k such that for all i ∈ {1 . . . k} it holds that E M i : τ i and that M is non-conflicting with
and for all i it holds that E M i : τ i and that P is non-conflicting with
Proof: By induction in the size of the typing derivation for M (resp. P ). We do a case analysis on the inference rule applied, but only list two of the cases; the remaining follow by straightforward applications of the induction hypothesis, except for (Proc Input) which is handled as (Proc Res) below.
(Exp n). Here M is a name n. If n = n i for some i ∈ {1 . . . k}, we infer that τ = τ i . The claim is then E M i : τ i , which is among our assumptions. If n = n i for all i ∈ {1 . . . k}, we infer that τ = E(n). But then we have E n : τ , as desired.
(Proc Res). Here P takes the form (νn : τ 0 ).P 0 , and E, n 1 :
Note that for all i ∈ {1 . . . k} it holds (since P is non-conflicting with {n i } ∪ names(M i )) that n i = n and n ∈ names(M i ) and that P 0 is non-conflicting with {n i }∪names(M i ). We can thus apply Lemma 13 to infer that E, n : τ 0 M i : τ i , and (repeatedly) apply Lemma 12 to infer that
by a derivation of the same shape as the one for (6). We can thus apply the induction hypothesis on (7) to infer that E, n :
Lemma 17 (Reduction of subprocess) Assume that ∆, E g PC P : b.
Then there exists E 0 , g 0 , and b 0 such that ∆, E 0 g0 P : b 0 and with the property that if there also exists a judgment
Proof: The proof is by induction in PC. We do a case analysis on PC, where only four cases are possible: PC = 2 . Choose E 0 = E, g 0 = g, and b 0 = b. Then the claim clearly holds.
and ∆, E g R : b 2 . We can thus apply the induction hypothesis to find E 0 , g 0 , and b 0 such that ∆, E 0 g0 P : b 0 . Now assume that ∆ , E 0 g0 Q : b 0 where ∆ PC ∆ . Thus ∆ PC0 ∆ so we can further apply the induction hypothesis to infer ∆ , E g PC 0 Q : b 1 and also ∆ R ∆ so we can apply Lemma 11 to infer ∆ , E g R : b 2 . But this enables us to arrive at the judgment
PC = (νn : τ ).PC 0 . We assume ∆, E g (νn : τ ).PC 0 P : b, so we also have ∆, E, n : τ g PC 0 P : b.
Inductively there thus exists E 0 , g 0 , and b 0 such that ∆, E 0 g0 P : b 0 . Now assume that ∆ , E 0 g0 Q : b 0 where ∆ PC ∆ . Thus ∆ PC0 ∆ so a further application of the induction hypothesis tells us that ∆ , E, n : τ g PC 0 Q : b from which we arrive at ∆ , E g (νn : τ ).PC 0 Q : b which is as desired, since PC Q = (νn : τ ).PC 0 Q .
b from which we infer that ε b and that there exists judgments E n : amb Inductively there exists E 0 , g 0 , and b 0 such that ∆, E 0 g0 P : b 0 . Now assume that ∆ , E 0 g0 Q : b 0 where ∆ PC ∆ . Thus ∆ PC0 ∆ so we can further apply the induction hypothesis to infer ∆ , E gn PC 0 Q : b n and also ∆(ξ) = ∆ (ξ) so we have ∆ (ξ) = b n . This enables us to arrive at
C Testing Behavior Contexts
Definition 5 Given a behavior context B. We say that an action a tests B if a is incomparable with all actions occurring as part of B. To be precise:
• a tests 2
• a tests a .B provided a tests B and neither a a nor a a does hold
• a tests b | | B provided a tests B and for all tr ∈ b and all a occurring in tr neither a a nor a a does hold.
Lemma 18 Given behavior context B, and an action test such that test tests B. For all behaviors b and traces tr , tr ∈ B b holds if and only if there exists tr 1 , tr 2 , tr 0 such that tr 1 test tr 2 ∈ B {test} and tr 0 ∈ {tr 2 } | | b and tr = tr 1 tr 0 .
Proof: The proof is by induction in B, where we perform a case analysis on the form of B. B = 2 . For "if", we from tr 1 test tr 2 ∈ {test} infer that tr 1 = tr 2 = • and therefore tr = tr 0 ∈ b, as desired.
For "only if", we can pick tr 1 = tr 2 = • and tr 0 = tr . B = a.B . For "if", we infer from tr 1 test tr 2 ∈ a.B {test} that (since a = test) we can write tr 1 = a tr 1 with tr 1 test tr 2 ∈ B {test} . We can therefore write tr = a tr with tr = tr 1 tr 0 . The induction hypothesis therefore tells us that tr ∈ B b , showing that tr ∈ B b as desired.
For "only if", we see that we can write tr = a tr with tr ∈ B b . By applying the induction hypothesis, we find tr 1 test tr 2 ∈ B {test} and tr 0 ∈ {tr 2 } | | b such that tr = tr 1 tr 0 . With tr 1 = a tr 1 , we therefore get tr = tr 1 tr 0 and tr 1 test tr 2 ∈ B {test} , as desired.
For "if", we infer from tr 1 test tr 2 ∈ b | | B {test} that (since test does not occur in b ) there exists tr 1 , tr 2 , tr 1 , tr 2 such that tr 1 ∈ tr 1 tr 1 and tr 2 ∈ tr 2 tr 2 and tr 1 tr 2 ∈ b and tr 1 test tr 2 belongs to B test . By associativity of interleaving, we infer from tr 0 ∈ {tr 2 } | | b that there exists tr 0 ∈ {tr 2 } | | b such that tr 0 ∈ tr 2 tr 0 . Using the induction hypothesis on B , we infer that tr 1 tr 0 ∈ B b . But then clearly tr 1 tr 0 ∈ b | | B b = B b , as desired.
For "only if", our assumptions entail that there exists tr ∈ b and tr ∈ B b such that tr ∈ tr tr . By applying the induction hypothesis, we find tr 1 test tr 2 ∈ B test such that tr = tr 1 tr 0 with tr 0 ∈ {tr 2 } | | b. We now show that (c) implies (b), the only non-trivial part of the lemma. For this purpose, assume that b has been given. Let tr belong to B 1 b , then our task is to find tr + ∈ B 2 b with tr + tr . By Lemma 18, there exists tr 1 , tr 2 , tr 0 such that tr 1 test tr 2 ∈ B 1 test and tr 0 ∈ {tr 2 } | | b and tr = tr 1 tr 0 . Using our assumption (c), there exists a trace tr ∈ B 2 test with tr 1 test tr 2 tr . Since test occurs in all traces in B 2 test , and since test is incomparable with all actions in tr 1 and in tr 2 , we can write tr = tr . By Lemma 18 we infer that tr + ∈ B 2 b . As clearly tr tr + , this is as desired.
D Subject Reduction
Lemma 19 If P ≡ Q then P and Q contain the same tags, and P is uniquely tagged iff Q is.
Lemma 20 If P −→ Q then all tags in dom( ) occur in P .
Lemma 21 (Subject congruence) Assume that P ≡ Q. Then ∆, E g P : b if and only if ∆, E g Q : b.
Proof: The proof is by induction on the derivation of P ≡ Q, much as the similar result in [CG99]. Below we list the most interesting cases.
G open(g n ).(b |
∆ , E g P : b0
∆ , E g !P : b0
∆ , E g P | | !P : b0
∆ , E g P | | !P : b (Red PctxtP). The situation is that PC P −→ PC Q because P −→ Q, and that ∆, E g PC P : b.
By Lemma 17 there exists E 0 , g 0 , and b 0 such that ∆, E 0 g0 P : b 0 .
We can thus apply the induction hypothesis on P −→ Q to find ∆ such that ∆ , E 0 g0 Q : b 0 and such that ∆ has certain properties dependent on , in particular ∆ agrees with ∆ on dom(∆) \ dom( ).
We can thus apply Lemma 17 to arrive at the desired judgment ∆ , E g PC Q : b provided we can show that ∆ PC ∆ . So let ξ be a tag occurring in PC; we must show ∆(ξ) = ∆ (ξ). Thus ξ occurs in PC P and therefore (from (29)) clearly ξ ∈ dom(∆), and (since PC P is uniquely tagged by assumption) ξ does not occur in P which by Lemma 20 (applied to P −→ Q) shows that ξ does not occur in dom( ). Thus ξ ∈ dom(∆) \ dom( ). But by (30) this shows that ∆ (ξ) = ∆(ξ), as desired.
(Red ≡). The situation is that P −→ Q because P ≡ P and P −→ Q and Q ≡ Q , and that ∆, E g P : b.
By Lemma 21 we infer that ∆, E g P : b.
We can therefore apply the induction hypothesis (thanks to Lemma 19) to find ∆ such that ∆ , E g Q : b
and such that ∆ has certain properties dependent on . This is as desired, since by one more application of Lemma 21 we arrive at ∆ , E g Q : b.
